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have helped in the process of discernm
Review, Vol. 6 [2017], Art. 1
out theGardner-Webb
specific
roles that the church
come to an understanding of their ca
that was gathered, five specific roles of
all aspects that were evidenced in the
those interviewed provided good supp
should have. These roles are general in
believing congregation. The purpose f
people may have a clearer picture of the
the lives of its members, and (2) those s
realize that God speaks through the ch
mediators in the lives of others, especia
Introduction

This research attempts to addr
community’s role(s) should be in hel
particular calling(s). This includes the
as the local church community of whi
that all those needing to discern thei
Christ and are active members of a loc
of this research is the role of the churc
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He argues that our particular stati
“secular” are callings as long as the
our general calling to be a Christia
hand, Calvin defined “general” call
in preaching, inviting them to faith
something reserved for the elect to
232). In his Institutes, Calvin talks a
her “particular way of life,” warnin
limits (Placher 2005, 237). He also m
gifts, and one cannot go wrong in
235). For the sake of this study, “g
defined according to Schuurmans d
There does not seem to b
Many Christians believe that gener
to become a follower of Him and
believe that this call is extended
this belief. In the New Testament,
multiple occasions, Paul exhorted
(1 Cor 7:17-24) and to “walk in a
[they] have been called” (Eph 4:1 E
Christians are informed of how the

Davis and Bottoms: Gardner-Webb Review, Volume 6, 2012
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preaching functions of the ministry. This
Gardner-Webb secretary,
Review, Vol. 6 [2017], Art. 1social worker, etc
as custodian,
“called” but are considered “lay workers” (
tradition, particular calling, or “vocation”
in the Lutheran tradition. From my resea
understanding that everyone has a call to
chooses to do that is not limited, provide
was, however, a lot of emphasis on being
the religious life as monks, brothers, sis
discerning a call to one of those position
2007; Catholic Newman Center ASU).
calling, the Reformed Church in Amer
has “a purpose and calling in life,” which
calling. However, as the article continues,

expressing concern in helping others disc

Church in America 2010).
Another area where many diffe
calling, assuming that particular calling
positions, is whether God has a specific
every detail mapped out or if He just gui
us to choose the more specific details (
does not specify what type or where to

https://digitalcommons.gardner-webb.edu/gwurev/vol6/iss1/1
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not generally call people in the sam
Davis
and Bottoms:
Review, Volume
the
callGardner-Webb
of Moses
to6, 2012
lead the Israelit
rebuild the Temple, we see distinct
spoke to him through a burning b
In Nehemiahs case, God did not d
a desire in Nehemiahs heart and,
mediator, King Artaxerxes, to brin
In the case of Joseph, God allowed a
to Joseph; but we read at the end of
plan to place Joseph right where Go
The most difficult part of t
how one discovers his/her calling(
wants to know his/her calling? Ther
to this question. Is there a right or w
would say yes and others would a
as that person is pursuing after w
to come up with steps and metho
discern what God wants him/her to
seven things to consider before ch
the relation between our wills and
Word, (5) observe the way that God
and trusted Christians, and (7) talk
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be very Gardner-Webb
difficult,
and stressfu
Review, Vol.confusing,
6 [2017], Art. 1
mediators to lead us to this call, what ro
body of Christ as a whole and as the local
play in this process? Gathering from the
this subject, the roles of the church in hel
particular calling(s) should be (1) provid
where people feel welcome, (2) the dis
believers discern their spiritual gifts, (4)
people to service within the church, an
service for those in the process of discern
not be considered comprehensive; howev
research supported. One major assumpt
those needing discernment have a proper
of community and fellowship with other b
a faith community. This principle that the
a major role in the discernment of a perso
most of the literature investigated (Holder

1999, 190-192; LaReau 2003, 110).
The first important role that a c
is providing a safe and welcoming comm
church should be a community of love,
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call of the church and essential to th
28:19-20).
The church
as a whole has
Davis and Bottoms: Gardner-Webb
Review, Volume 6, 2012
amidst the damaging effects society
2004, 173). It is responsible for engagi
(Schuurman 2004, 174). In Ephesians
the saints, for the work of the ministr
(ESV), which is the responsibility of t
the church. One author emphasized th
the church should teach and lead by e
22-25). It is important to practice spi
a Christian. As mentioned before, th
meditation, study of the Scriptures,
considered “disciplines” because they
are not talked about among the ch

certainly are, but fasting, meditation,
less practiced. A church community
biblical values and experiences that ca
an article on their website, the Refor
churches should “be in the habit of ta
be called by God.” This teaching about
by God falls under this category of disc
seem to be outwardly taught in many
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closely related to the fourth role men
Gardner-Webb Review, Vol. 6 [2017], Art. 1
church in identifying, calling out, and
church. Only those with gifts fit for s
ones identified and called out. Some
specific role of the church can be foun
men chosen to serve within the churc
need that was not being met (widows
note here is the role that the disciples,
calling. The disciples of the church w
the men to serve, not the other way
given qualifications that had to be m
and of wisdom” (6:3 ESV). After pra
disciples laid hands on them, and the
6:1-7). Another similar example foun

Barnabas. In this story, the church
worship and fasting when the Holy
and Barnabas “for the work to which
(13:2 ESV). After hearing the call, thos
hands on Saul and Barnabas, and the
(Acts 13:1-3).
Holderness and Palmer asse
church to identify and call people to m
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discern particular calling is provid
inandvarious
ways.
This
Davis
Bottoms: Gardner-Webb
Review, Volume
6, 2012 includes prov
experiment with possible positions
to. One practical way that churches
the discernment of calling is prese
work Career and Calling. They stro
counseling ministry within the c
and young adults, who are usually
discerning their calling(s). This boo
a ministry, which they believe many
“the church can offer young peop
discover who they are as Gods belo
is present in their lives, and to explo
that God has given them” (Holdern

many convincing reasons for why th
for why it should be integrated into a
Gods call is discovered in commun
trusted adults within the church (H
There is not much disag
theologians that the church has a ma
others discern their calling(s). Howe
that primarily exist around this ve
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most likely
be familiar with the religio
Gardner-Webb Review, Vol. 6 [2017], Art. 1
subject. In the interview, the questions
“calling” unless the interviewee used th
identifying markers have been changed

interviewees confidential.
The goal of the interview was
to various experiences that he had wit
related to how he came to a realization
surrounding that realization. Questio
churches that he has been a member of
his calling experience in an attempt to
analyzing the data gained from the inte
the interviewees beliefs about calling,
have said about it. Any emotions, feelin
calling experience was also analyzed. A
gifts, talents, affirmation, “de-affirmatio
calling experience, as those have often b
Data Relevant to the Question

In analyzing the interviews do
relevant to the question about the roles

https://digitalcommons.gardner-webb.edu/gwurev/vol6/iss1/1
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can really feel that the Holy Sp
. . . um, humbly wanting to s
far from perfect. There’s alway
but all in all, it’s a very spiritua
Parker, interview by author, N

Davis and Bottoms: Gardner-Webb Review, Volume 6, 2012

He specifically mentions th
which is key for a church to be a saf
the attitude of service that everyone
way possible, and most importantly
relate to what others have said in re
earlier (LaReau 2003). When membe
be open to share with each other ab
to Holderness and Palmer, as well a
role of the church in discernment of
Davis, pastor of Lucia Baptist Chur
in affirming or de-affirming his gifts
my grasp of calling came out of Bib
body of Christ in affirmations or non
tried in ministry ’ [emphasis added]
what he means by that, but it is evid
discernment (Mike Davis, interview
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some of the, uh ..., some of the rit

Gardner-Webb Review, Vol. 6 [2017], Art. 1

during services that have influenc

appreciate being exposed to. Same

the Presbyterian; and now Baptist,
author, November 5, 2010).

Here, he stresses the influence that eac
his life, which seems to have helped him
mentions the teachings and rituals lear
as others that still affect him today. The
the category of discipleship. The main e
teaching and practice. Churches should
important in the growth and maturity o
literature researched, as well (Schuurman
One thing that John mentioned in his in
a Christian when I was 20,1 don’t think
a calling was.” As mentioned above, thi
to teach its members, which some of h
He mentioned that he later realized thr
called to different roles in life, and that t
Christ. He no longer viewed calling as so
to secure his future. Another importan

https://digitalcommons.gardner-webb.edu/gwurev/vol6/iss1/1
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be the pastor of a real small churc

Davis and Bottoms: Gardner-Webb Review, Volume 6, 2012

leading me to that. I felt like God

lot of different ones. And so that’s

because that’s what I ended up do
supposed to do. Uh, now, in the

though I don’t go speak at other c

a lot to do that, and I think the de

and I kinda .... I don’t think I re

in those churches (John Parker, in

2010).

He talked about the specific influence
actually having opportunities within th
very important. He also mentions bein
and denominations that he has been a
mentioned the feedback he got from
discovered and accepted his call.

Um, at the time when I finally ac

also recall things that Sunday sch

people externally say, um, you kn

had to discover it for yourself” an

Published by Digital Commons @ Gardner-Webb University, 2017
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And honestly, I felt, um, I don

Gardner-Webb Review, Vol. 6 [2017], Art. 1

First Baptist (his church) but i
me to First Baptist and even to

the time that He did. And I prob

of deacons that, that was the fi

I’d been asked before if I’d be w

no and for the first time I felt li

should be willing to serve in th
say why I had never felt that it

know, I didn’t want to do it just
it was that God was calling me

we were in a state of, uh...confl

I was elected and began serving

I never served as a deacon befo

serve as chairman but, um, you

with Larry and in retrospect I d

to that role at that time (Henry
November 7, 2010).

This experience re-emphasizes the
calling out others, which directly rela
subject (Holderness and Palmer, CTC

https://digitalcommons.gardner-webb.edu/gwurev/vol6/iss1/1
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people in this county that. . . and

Davis and Bottoms: Gardner-Webb Review, Volume 6, 2012

But our pastor believes very de

others that he’s going to find a w

So our church has been great a
sending people or doing money

all the things that they can do (J
November 5, 2010).

Without the support and opportunitie
not be able to live out this calling tha
able to grow stronger. In the interview
he was 15 where he had opportunitie
point he had just become a Christian
faith, not yet having a sense of partic
opportunities to speak helped him d
eventually led him to become a pasto
when he was encouraged to teach a pre
out and discovered that he was not exa
demonstrates the importance of hav
serve and explore various areas of min
helps in the discernment through bo
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that this aspect exists and seems to be a
Gardner-Webb Review, Vol. 6 [2017], Art. 1
calling, but further research should be
ways in which that relates to calling, w
One implication of this resea
“Christian” may not have a proper un
that the community of believers should
church does not have a proper practice o
practice, then their understanding of c
for churches to live out these roles, the
of their call(s) in the world as church b
communal calls were not researched or
up, and should be an important underst
play a positive role in the lives of believ
God’s “will” and true “calling” are syno
use of those terms in the sources includ
someone to research the connectednes
which they are related.
Conclusions

The purpose of this research
understanding of what the roles of the c

https://digitalcommons.gardner-webb.edu/gwurev/vol6/iss1/1
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others to make this a focus in their
it means should be taught in chur
calling should be stressed so that be
These days there are many people w
in life, or what it is they should be d
Christians alike, but if the church is
be reached, discipled, and taught h

Davis and Bottoms: Gardner-Webb Review, Volume 6, 2012
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Vocation.
Grand Rapids: William B. E
Gardner-Webb Review, Vol. 6 [2017], Art. 1

Reformed Church in America (RCA). 2010. “
You Know?” http://www.rca.org/sslpa
December 3, 2010).

Scheiber, Carol Schuck. 2008. “FAQs: Frequen
Vocations,” Catholic Religious Vocat
network.org/articles/show/180 (Acce

Schuurman, Douglas J. Vocation: Discerning O
William B. Eerdmans Publishing Com

Smith, Gordan T. Courage & Calling: Embraci
Downers Grove: InterVarsity Press, 1

The Holy Bible, English Standard Version. Whe

Tracy, Fidelis, C.D.P. 2001. “Vocations: How is
http://www.americancatholic.0rg/New
(Accessed December 4, 2010).

Veith, Jr., Gene Edward. God at Work: Your Ch
Wheaton: Crossway Books, 2002.
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can
summon certain feelings within u
Davis and Bottoms: Gardner-Webb Review, Volume 6, 2012

to Cy Twombly’s work. There is some
man who can draw and paint like a ki

patterns in childrens artwork, and ho
contain the capacity to create visual

of making art this way not only energ
with the unique intimacy of an artist
that the artist is then gratified when e
and the piece itself. The work tells wh
I am finding that children are
on television to create for them the
There are many adults who base thei
watch, which is very sad if you think

viewing television are constantly barra
products and the ever-degrading pop

pressured by everything around them
cash-blowing zombies. But are people
recession, I'm thinking that art is the

1 Rhoda Kellogg, Analyzing Children’
1969), 87.
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redi
Gardner-Webb Review, Vol. 6 [2017], Art. 1
com
few
colle
rece
afra
well
cour
colle
Fig. 1. Frank Lloyd Wright, Falling
on
Water, Mill Run, PA, 1939.
desi
a semester at North Carolina State Univ
drawing at Gardner-Webb prior to my
portfolio that would grant a swift trans

was rejected however, but as consolati
humanities program until I could g
architecture program. But being in Ra
more like a bad idea, and the time away
me of a certain level of creativity that ha
Gardner-Webb. I saw my paintings on t
that I hadn't made any imagery since
going numb, and I had to leave at that
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the start. His color tainted as if pe
Davisfecal
and Bottoms: matter
Gardner-Webb Review,
6, 2012
to
orVolume
bodily
fluids—dis
lustful, and yet very bold. It was f
authentic than the soft pink, ideal sk
and refined robust shapes and curv
seen more of prior to Expressio
Europe. Schieles figures had this em
feel to them as if the subject was starv

to posing. Typically, the artists in Sc
for most figurative renderings. Ano
popular theme in a time when the
could be observed in works such as
For me, Schiele was sadly more hone
had done as a whole up until the S

Schieles work, I enjoyed art contain
was impossible to hide any insecurit
not so much about the models soci
emotions were empathetically reveal
Raw emotion and embarrass
that I mixed for my own work. Schiel
throughout his entire short-lived ca

2 Rodolphe Rapetti, Symbolism (Fl
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While
Gardner-Webb Review, Vol. 6 [2017], Art. 1
I had be
unfinish
withdraw
returned
begin to
Univers
become
doubts h
of ‘life j
studies
style tha
compos
My mar
Fig. 4. Steven Calabrese, Selfenergy
Portraity watercolor and graphite
process
on paper, 2005.
me, mak
work such as Self-Portrait of 2005 (Fig. 4
like the real me and less of the illustra
self-aware through the whole process. S

3 Wolfgang Georg Fischer and Egon S
Decay (Hong KongiTaschen, 2007), 51.
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gain.
A new
process
Davis and Bottoms:
Gardner-Webb
Review, Volume of
6, 2012art making h

act between organization and impul

what I had in mind for my latest wo

place with the art. Something instin

Freud, the adult artist will strive to in

or her to recover pieces of a lost ch

until the individual feels compelled t
I realized, however, that I w
my painting and drawing. I began t
of the two-dimensional surface. Wha
the possibility to create something
always something more interesting

dimensional piece. Painting strugg
penetrate the surface of the canvas

Artist Louise Bourgeois had once s

“fantastical reality”, something that p

4 Fischer and Schiele, Egon Schiele,
5 Rhoda Kellogg, Analyzing Childre
6 Mignon Nixon and Louise Bourg

Story of Modern Art (Cambridge: MIT, 2005), 8
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on altering
surfaces
with
Gardner-Webb
Review, Vol. 6 [2017],
Art. 1 primer and oil
(Fig. 5) from a collection of sculpture in
its ru
hand
his
nosta
chose
its st
This
make
more
frame
rando
have
Fig. 5. Cy Twombly, Untitled, wood
my c
and oils, 1985.
have
found objects and preserved organics a
and memory. Thoughts and emotions a
The painting has room to tell stories at

7 Katharina Schmidt, Cy Twombly: Die Sk
8 Ibid, 49.
9 Ibid, 87.
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only be my first serious attempt at a se
Davis and lure
Bottoms: Gardner-Webb
Review, Volume 6,in
2012 with every t
I could
the viewer
nostalgic art references combined with
came to me in a very strange light.
Working within such a quiet th
the spider theme in current work hid
with natural observations of the subje
strange fixation on bugs and small cr
to watch them carry out their lives, an
spider theme in my current work pays
the artist in me. The species differ, yet
webs themselves are very indicative of
webs at all. I wanted to play with the
maintain a dualism of both soothing an
work, it is important for the viewer to
possess something chillingly spiritual.
decomposing earth is interesting, and
The aesthetic I often aim for is harveste
I enjoy thinking that my sub
Aristotelian thought. The ethereal line
relying on them is where I want to loc
observe different arachnid species, the
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existedGardner-Webb
for me
Review, at
Vol. 6 that
[2017], Art. 1time.
My once exuberant, emotive
appears to praise minimalist ideas. Th
to painting Three Left at Dawn was tha
random, overlapping color patches of M
my opinion, there lies more imaginatio
her harder-edged contemporaries suc
Kenneth Noland of the 1950s. Madame
achieved by the subtractive process o
of spilling oil paint and cleaning it

Fig. 6. Helen Frankenthaler, Madame Butterf
with crayon, 2000.
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Painting
Davis and Bottoms: Gardner-Webb Review, Volume 6, 2012

Fig. 7. Steven Calabrese, Lycosidae, acrylic
and graphite on board, 2008.

While briefly dabbling in sc
were changing at an odd rate. I knew
allowing me to question the way that I
to me. I was burning to paint again w
images were slowly becoming more
between Lycosidae of 2008 (Fig. 7) an
10 Schmidt, Die Skulptur, 79.
11 Schmidt, Die Sculptur, 67.
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Both paintings
Gardner-Webb Review, explore
Vol. 6 [2017], Art. 1 natural subject
while painting during a pivotal moment
one piece holds almost an electrostatic
still. These works make statements abo
potential.

Fig. 9. Steven Calabrese, Three Left at Dawn,
acrylic on canvas, 2009.

spider I had caught, where I selected a
negatively as my design. I took some f
white paint, traced the silhouettes of m

https://digitalcommons.gardner-webb.edu/gwurev/vol6/iss1/1
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organic, yet circular;
Davis and Bottoms: Gardner-Webb Review, Volume 6, 2012
always
returning
to Fig. 10. Ste
This Place,
a point of origin and
forward. You Cannot Remove Me F

is comparable to that of a sound lo
skipping and returning to the same p
Three Left At Dawn is me
seemingly takes place outside of a
harmony throughout the diptych c
violets, and earth tones applied in
Frankenthaler s work at the time, and
would give me a sense of ‘bright wh
white. There are positive and negativ
subtleties that create its ephemeral

Pholcus phalangioides spiderlings (kn
clustered inside of a jar. I started sele
searching for the perfect group fro
balance of the diptych. I adjusted th
forms to my canvases in a few layers
subtle in contrast to the forms up fr
These playful forms trickle into a ligh
we cannot follow.
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Gardner-Webb Review, Vol. 6 [2017], Art. 1

Fig. 11. Steven Calabrese, Apple Still
Life by Candlelight, oils and graphite
on board, 2008.

to in o
occur
messy
worke
sharp
from
could
certai
if to
a who
painte
I had
apart
the sa
emoti

electricity reminiscent of Lycosidae.
With these two figurative pieces
& 13), I took advantage of an opportunit
These few paintings document the last o
to creating such works as Loxosceles an
on more minimal characteristics. I did
expressive qualities of my paint, as I did n
just enough of my style was retained with
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Davis and Bottoms: Gardner-Webb Review, Volume 6, 2012

Fig. 12. Steven Calabrese, Untitled, acrylic
and graphite on board, 2008.

After a long break from pain
messing with sculptural elements had
an opportunity to treat painting as p
over bars, and proceeded to paint w
layers of acrylic on top of a very p
hid in the darkness. It is great to ge
while, plus I came out with very inter
that resulted from the nighttime obs
objective individual components of
light sculptures I had made to resem

references for these darker pieces. F
2008, I had allowed the studios env
portrait, my face had dominated th
distance for my newest works involvi
porch. I had spent an entire summer t
and found that nighttime allows for s
are working from life. I had already
darker atmospheres dealing with sym
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one created in youth (Fig. 17). It is a lot
You practice
an Vol.
action
Gardner-Webb Review,
6 [2017], Art. 1that better produ

surf
duct
orde
sym
havi
relig
usin
add
I ha
atm
Ima
stran
obsc
the
Fig. 15. Steven Calabrese, Argiope,
pho
acrylic and crayon on canvas, 2010.
The
the manipulation of interior scenes th
order to reach haunting imagery of the

12 Rod Preston-Mafham, The Book of
1991), 97.
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appear to emit heavy spiritual po
lighting gave me the chance to take
a horror film—or the painting equi
drop toward a cut-off created by the

Davis and Bottoms: Gardner-Webb Review, Volume 6, 2012

a definitionless abyss.
Symbolist art is referred to
the New York Times, as its elusivene
to portray dreamlike views on eve
from any physical explanation, en
imagination—a key component to
meditating on the mundane reveale
the surface of this material world. T
portrayed was done using odd man
confusing the ordinary with the psy
the early 20th Century, Symbolists s
and Xavier Mellery held onto a “
they would paint15. I sought after
photographs that had interested me

13 Clifton D. Bryant, Handbook of
14 Roderick Conway Morris,“Th
March 16, 2007, Arts section.
15 Rapetti, Symbolism, 67.
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closer look at his prints containing odd a
Gardner-Webb Review, Vol. 6 [2017], Art. 1
Misty Outline
of a Human Form of 1896
human form sits upright in a chair; the per
form of voyeurism. I begin to think of wh
unaware of on a daily basis. Leon Spillia
during this time. I enjoyed how pieces su
allow shadows and inanimate objects su
almost recognizable human forms. I fou
could add to my aesthetic. What really le
possibility for every subject to possess a s
Portrait of A Man (Fig. 21), c
viewer with an anxiety that comes with b
f
person. E
the expe

after his
asymmet
disturbin
was very
result. Th
Fig. 20. Leon Spilliaert, SelfPortrait, watercolor, crayon, and

the decon
as it fades

colored pencil on paper, 1908.
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The piece entitled Misume
Davis
and Bottoms: Gardner-Webb
Volume 6,the
2012 petals of a f
predator
thatReview,
stalks
against the violet of its environme
unlike most of the other pieces. I w

flower shapes. The angles of the sta
the spiders abdomen. The lights s
left, and back down is also telling
the ‘butterfly bush'. The contrast b
allow for camouflage, which natura
blend in, I chose a spider that live
to achieve a more favorable color c
from the Latin name Misumena v
crab spider’. I believe that there is
ugly relies on something beautiful

species can be seen living amidst f
prevalent.
Printmaking

My attraction to intaglio i
in preparing the plates themselves
given me new ways to keep myse
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that formGardner-Webb
the depth
ofArt.the
room, as well a
Review, Vol. 6 [2017],
1
image had been flipped upside down. Alt
a new one, making the otherwise readable
outer rim of tangible thought. It is no mys

Bourgeois work.
I saw the opportunity to appropria
photographs of Harry Price, a well-known
early Twentieth Century. His collection
the Helen Duncan case of Scotland was
taken by Mr. Price, I chose Stereogram
imagery was of a mysteriously cloaked pe
similarly shrouded curtains hung about th
to explore a rendition of the photo in dr
ground, and soft ground (Fig. 24.2). The
both my dry point and hard ground edit

to come. The etching entitled Boy of 201
atmospheric family photo albums. Addin
later on created a print that resounded
canvas paintings. The anxiety dwelling in
a recent interest in Goya prints. Plate 4 (F

16 Nixon and Bourgeois, Fantastic Reality
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spotlight surrounding the young man
Davis and Bottoms: Gardner-Webb Review, Volume 6, 2012
a dark unknown.
Sculpture

I had begun planning for a sc
live 'black widow’ spiders. I decided
complete with diagrams and materi
model and an environment in which
according to nature, would react re
the natural relationships occurring
as it served to undo doubts existing
making plans, but here I had manage
minimizing the limitations of the inst
takes work to think outside of the bo

you set for yourself.
Hand (Fig. 27) by Louise Bou
my research. The stitching of the han
symbolic red color drove me to thin
I named my first real sculpture Wid
and wood, and was realistically posab
movements possible for a spider of i
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glass, and wood, 2001.
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Cotton, cheesecloth, hair, and
pictures when conveying spiritual mat
would go on to support both my prin
the light combined with the fibers of th
provided an interesting contrast in text
in particular are not without considerin
as Contingent of 1969 (Fig. 31) becam
materials to use. In another installation
the varying materials molded into the
of how to go about my egg pouches.
limits the amount of information given

While putting together Wido
Bourgeois that involved giant spider
For Bourgeois, these models pay hom
clever seamstress in her own right. As
narratives deeply rooted in the childh
Regos Little Miss Muffet series of 1989
loaded with hidden tensions that exis

17 Mieke Bal, Louise Bourgeois’ Spider:T
versity of Chicago, 2001), 71.
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cheesecloth, thread, paper, wood, with light,
2012.
Davis and Bottoms: Gardner-Webb Review, Volume 6, 2012

for Rego exists on the base of what
Although my art does not attempt th
the artist s ability to communicate he
three-dimensional works, I believe s
to painting the illusion of shape and
most certainly driven my attraction t

a Hesse, G it
fiberglass,
6
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these elements are realized through pra
Review,
6 [2017], Art. 1 line, and shade.
world inGardner-Webb
terms
ofVol.color,
allowed me to combine a knowledge of
forms in order to obtain a more intelligib
work. The world s numerous mysteries
observation and expression, a game of a
in order to create something visceral and
My work remains in the physi
capture scenes from what we see everyd
see). The surreal nature of what I port
within the viewer this way. I owe mos
artists that helped me along the way; b
range from ancient civilization to mod
don’t think that someone should limit h
areas. Crossing that which does not seem
interesting contrasts. I feel that in orde
Understanding where art has been over
knowledge guides my your own art into
of old ones.
In addition to painting, howev
been fruitful endeavors. With the var
the possibilities of imagery are endless.
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social dominance. However, Southe
Davis and Bottoms: Gardner-Webb Review, Volume 6, 2012
increasingly divided between moderat
began to increasingly identify with the
emergence of disagreements over how
race relations. Furthermore, as a resu
black veterans during World War II a
for the Advancement of Colored Peo
the goal of challenging the systema
disenfranchised Negroes. As a result o
the Civil Rights movement, Southern
politics had to develop creative strateg
by this movement.
These divisions were immed

Court Case of Brown vs. Board of E
the Court ruled that segregation unde
was unconstitutional. In a subsequen
ruled that states had to desegregate “w
these divisions between Southern D
consisted of “conservatives,” who emp
part of their campaigns and politica

1 V.O. Key Jr., Southern Politics in Stat
1949), 205.
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his work on the North Carolina Fund a
Gardner-Webb effort
Review, Vol. 6 [2017],
Art. 1
a combined
between
state govern
In order to understand Terr
as governor, it is necessary to establis
consider the historical context around
took place. During Sanford’s childhood
parents involvement in politics and to
Catholic A1 Smith’s campaign for presid
that plagued both blacks and whites
Carolina border. These experiences, a
politics and law under the tutelage o
Graham, Sanford developed an innate
His involvement in politics began as h
War II and finished law school at UNC
Fayetteville. Despite moving to Fayette
up his law firm, became president of bo

2 Earl Black, Southern Governors and C
Issue in the Second Reconstruction, (Cambridge: H

3 Howard E. Covington Jr. and Mario
Outrageous Ambitions. (Durham and London: Du

4 UNCTV.“Terry Sanford and the N
http://media.nclive.org/content/begin_stream.p
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tactics to warn whites of the percei
Davisthese
and Bottoms: Gardner-Webb
Review, they
Volume 6, 2012
In
leaflets,
argued that G
with whites and take whites’ jobs,
supporters used these tactics to exp
despite the efforts of Sanford and t
eastern North Carolina, the region
per capita, switched from Graham t
result of this dramatic turn of even
moderate segregationist running in
issue. Sanford recorded observations
for use in later campaigns. He wrote
centerpiece of his strategy on addre
them any quarter. Counter-attack on

5 Howard E. Covington Jr., and Ma

Heels Who Made a Difference (1900-2000), (C
2002), 5 14.

6 Julian M. Pleasants and Augustus
Senate Race in North Carolina. (Chapel Hill: U
7 Ibid, 220-221.

8 North Carolina Secretary of Sta

Thad Eure. (Raleigh: Owen G. Dunn Co., 195
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Journal four days before the election. Fro
Gardner-Webb Review,
Vol. 6 [2017],
Art. 1 to respond to su
1950, Sanford
knew
how
defensive, but instead to counterattack.
Daniels to run a story in the Raleigh New
election on a possible FBI investigation
Sanford’s words, an example of “desperat
Scott would go on to win the Senate seat
campaign prospects of moderate, south
Supreme Court’s decision in Brown v. Bo
The Brown decision brought abo
politics, three of which had profound effe
continued emergence of desegregation a
Hodge’s and the Pearsall Committee’s “mi
and the rise to prominence of I. Beverly

9 John Drescher, Triumph of Goodwill: H

Segregation and Reshaped the South, (Jackson: Unive

10 Rob Christensen, The Paradox OfTar
Events That Shaped Modern North Carolina, 2nd. ed.
lina Press, 2008) 149.
11 Drescher, 14-15.
12 Ibid, 15.
13

Covington Jr. and Ellis, I 39.
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should devote itself to the preventio
Davis and Bottoms:
Gardner-Webb
Review,
Volume 6, 2012
with
Brown
by
shifting
the respons
boards through the Pupil Assignme
Civil Rights leaders to sue every sc
Two years later, in response to Bro
desegregate “with all deliberate spee
the Second Pearsall Committee. Thi
the “Pearsall Plan,” which called fo
local communities to hold a public
the event of mandated integration, w
Education to provide white students
Although Lake was not part of the S
their plan for not going far enough
included a repeal of the constitutio

14 The United States Commission
Schools Southern States 1962, (New York: G
15 Drescher, 43-44.
16 Covington and Ellis, 146.

17 The United States Commission
18 Ibid, 66-67.
19 James W. Patton ed., Messages,
Hodges.Vols 2-3, (Raleigh: Council of State,
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indelible contribution to his victory. T
Review, Vol.
6 [2017], organizations,
Art. 1
group ofGardner-Webb
people
and
nam
the Methodist Church, Jaycees, Young
as his campaign manager Bert Bennett
Louis Harris. Sanford was something
demonstrated by his frequent use of tele
first candidate in the state's history to ut
preparation would serve Sanford well in
a crowded field that would make up the
Terry Sanford officially announ
would run for governor with a rousing
which he first declared that “a New Day”
this announcement, the business of camp
as evident by the fact that he was imm
20 Drescher, 49-50.

21 Earl Black, Southern Governors and Civ
Issue in the Second Reconstruction, (Cambridge: Har

22 John Drescher, Triumph of Goodwill: H
Segregation and Reshaped the South, (Jackson: Univ
23 UNC TV.
24 Drescher, 31.
25 Christensen, 180-181.
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As a result, Lake announced that he
Davis and Bottoms:
Review, Volume
6, 2012
after
anGardner-Webb
emphatic
speech
in the tow
Sanford, and other moderates who,
an easy target for the NAACP. Desp
mentioned that he might reconside
would be sufficient funds for his
withdrawal, an outpouring of grass
Morgan as a campaign manager, an
and fundraising that Morgan promis
Although Lake later admitted that
possessed little organization, money
the most outspoken opponent of des
campaign.32
26 Drescher, 67.
27 Covington and Ellis, 206-207.
28 Ibid, 64.
29 Drescher, 75.
30 Black, 217.

31 Drescher, 76-77.
32 I. Beverly Lake Sr., 1987, Intervie
C-0043, Southern Oral History Program Co
Collection, Southern Historical Collection,W
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ensure racial harmony as a means of u
Review, Vol. 6 [2017], Art. 1
behind Gardner-Webb
the goal
of achieving a “New Day
Sanford and Bennett chose edu
campaign because it was an issue that al
to in some way and were united in the
needed improvement regardless of wh
Furthermore, Sanford’s ambitious plan
education in the state, from expanding
raising teacher pay to providing more fu
and impact of Sanford’s plan for improvi
why it appealed to so many voters. For
his early successful campaign stops, Sa
in Greensboro at a time when pollster
trailed Larkins among women voters. S
day emphasized transforming the educa
also involve ensuring that educators, w
would be adequately paid and trained.37
33 Black, 14-15.
34 Covington and Ellis, 212.
35 Ibid, 213-214.
36 Sam Ragan, The New Day, (Zebulon:
37

Covington and Ellis, 213.
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did not only want to maintain the
Davis
and Bottoms: Gardner-Webb
6, 2012 could become
believed
thatReview,
theVolume
state
in terms of education, racial harmon
Sanford and Bennetts w
to pick up steam as the primary w
attacked each other over desegreg
and relentless campaigning placed
month of the race. At this point, he
the other candidates increasingly t
became known in some circles as “T
being a supporter of labor unions a
position heading into the homestre
his stance on integration emerged a
former attorney general, who reco
38 Ibid, 213-214.
39 Drescher, I 16.

40 Ibid.
41 Black, 18-19.
42 Terry Sanford, 1986. Interview
Interview C-0038, transcript, Southern Ora
Southern Oral History Program Collection
Chapel Hill.
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and Sanford decided to focus on info
Gardner-Webb Review,
Vol. 6 [2017],
Art. 1
consequences
that
would
result if they e
For example, they emphasized the fac
build, as his predecessors did, upon the
to integration, while Lake would move

resistance” policies of other southern s
voters of the images of federal troops
perils that would result from electing
Furthermore, Sanford effectively turned
playing on voters’ fears of racial violence
negated his opponent’s tactics and port
candidate to prevent such a crisis. Also
further show voters the inherent diffe
him and Lake. In his campaign speeches
43 Ibid.

44 Drescher, 130-131.
45 Ibid, 135.
46 North Carolina Secretary of State’s
Thad Eure. (Raleigh: Owen G. Dunn Co., 1961),
47 Drescher, 162.
48 Christensen, 183.
49 Black, 109.
50 Ibid.
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campaign reflected both a continu
governors on desegregation along
the state with the rest of the nation
As he had introduced his
the beginning of his term in the sam
Day” in the state with his inaugural
setting the tone for the next four yea
day to the efforts of past governors
of the men Sanford most admired
state, as he kept Aycock’s picture o
the core of his speech on education,
drive the state toward a brighter fut
education for our children can on
Carolina. Quality education is the
democracy, of the needs and hope

Davis and Bottoms: Gardner-Webb Review, Volume 6, 2012

both Sanfords desire to continue

51 Christensen, 183-184.
52 North Carolina Secretary of S
53 Drescher, 226-227.
54 Bert Bennett qtd. In Christen
55 Covington and Ellis, 244; Mem
Governor Terry Sanford, (Raleigh: State Depa
56 Mitchell, 6.
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position with no veto power and who coul
Gardner-Webb Review, Vol. 6 [2017], Art. 1
the governors before him were forced to u
the legislative process, mostly through th
“bully pulpit.”60 With this, Sanford’s adm

their limited power and time on securin
improvements that he had so frequently
Sanford endorsed an aggressive plan de
Education, a coalition of various educa
million worth of new investment in ed
by the repeal of all exemptions to the st
there were no other practical revenue
of the sales tax exemptions that would b
exemptions for food and medicine, which

the poor, including the state commission

57 Robert R. Korstad and James L Leloud
Carolina Fund AndThe BattleTo End Poverty and Inequ
University of North Carolina Press, 2010), 33-34.
58 Mitchell, 6-7.
59 Ibid, 6.
60 Covington and Ellis, 247.
61

Ragan, 7.
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public school system.65 From these
Davis and Bottoms:
Gardner-Webb
6, 2012
the
crowd
ofReview,
theVolumeimportance
of th
his our greatest asset. But we have c
than we have cultivated our tobacco
given proportionally less attention
have to the maintenance of wardro
stoves.”66 Sanford continued to work
up to the General Assembly’s vote
decisive than expected as the bill pa
vote and the House by a eighty-five
result of this bills passage, the state
major improvements as teacher pay
two percent, helping the state improv
average teacher salaries, while state
along with the addition of 2,826

62 Thomas F. Eamon,“The Seeds o
Politics of North Carolina, eds. Christopher A.

Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 200
63 Mitchell, 28-29.
64 Covington Jr. and Ellis, 258.
65 Mitchell, I 15-1 16.
66 Ibid.
67
Covington Jr. and Ellis, 259.
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on education, the issue of the desegrega
Gardner-Webb
Review, Vol. 6 [2017], Art.
discussed.71
However,
as1 Sanford and his t
their legislative agenda through the Gene
intensify as the “sit-in movement” sprea
presence of these racial tensions created
campaign and into the first years of his
of Racial Equality’s (CORE) Freedom R
designed to test southern states’ com
Court-ordered desegregation of public
confrontational approach” to the Freedo
with flexibility to address these issues as
Carolina avoided much of the violence
other southern states.73 However, such v
strengthened the resolve of many civil
lawyer Floyd McKissick who organized a

68 Ragan, 47.
69 Sen. Henson R Barnes, Work in Progr

North Carolina General Assembly, 1993) 308.
70 Covington Jr. and Ellis, 260-261.
71 Mitchell, 156.
72 Korstad and Leloudis, 48.
73 Anders Walker, The Ghost of Jim Crow:
of Education to Stall Civil Rights, (New York: Oxford U
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criticisms about his children attend
Davis
and Bottoms:
Gardner-Webb
Review, Volume
6, 2012
used
his
power
to appoint
individu
which legislators could not check,
to these positions. Also, he invite
and John Wheeler of Durham, to
at the Governors Mansion with ot
issues. Furthermore, in 1961, Sanf
of Conservation and Developmen
to successfully integrate the state
evident to Sanford and other politic
Rights Movement was intensifying
Leadership Conference (SCLC),
Committee and other similar orga
jailing of 1200 protestors in Green
determined that neither inaction n

74 James Farmer, Lay Bare the He

(New York: Arbor House, 1985), 240.
75 Ibid, 242.
76 Paul Luebke, Tar Heel Politics (
Carolina Press, 1998), 141-142.
77 Covington Jr. and Ellis, 251.
70 Ibid, 276.
79 Rob Christensen, 193.
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called John Ehle, a young writer from UN
Gardner-Webb
Review,to
Vol. 6 [2017],
1
statement
prior
theArt. meeting
which in
leaders, including six Negroes.82 Although
“idea man” as he helped formulate propo
of the Arts, the Governor’s School, and
time he was occupied with Sanford’s “O
In this statement, the governor presented
he avoided during the campaign and he
the breakfast meeting regarding whethe
In his book in The Free Men Ehle recorde
this would be the first time in history th
a state had taken a stand openly, avowe
next morning, Sanford presented “Obse
the group at breakfast and it received th
who attended. Among those who felt
not go far enough included civil rights l
it as being too moderate and not going
through the passage of new laws, which

80 Terry Sanford, But What About The People

81 Korstad and Leloudis, 50.
82 John Ehle, The Free Men, (New York: H
83 Ibid, 59.
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good jobs had created a stumbling
Davis andaBottoms:
Gardner-Webb Review,
Volume 6, 2012
and
nation.87
Using
this statemen
detail the creation of the “Good Nei
unique group of appointed officials
eliminating employment practices th
did not take long for Sanford’s stand
praise from both state and national
conservatives immediately lambaste
flag” and providing a victory for the
Catholic “Kennedy Machine.”89 Desp
Hill allowed Sanford to publicly estab
race, which proved important as his
focal point of the last few years of his
Despite Sanford’s bold actio
tax,” and his attempt to eliminate ra
more and more legislators and voters
the moderate, southern segregationis
84
85
86
87
88
89

Covington Jr. and Ellis, 295.
Ibid, 62.
Mitchell, 578-579.
Ehle, 61.
Mitchell, 580.
Covington Jr. and Ellis, 297.
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Communist Party or had pleaded the
Gardner-Webb Review, Vol. 6 [2017], Art. 1
answer questions
regarding their connec
Furthermore, given the liberal reputatio
frequent target of Jesse Helms for its tolera
was considered by university president Wi
unfair and infringing on free speech.93 Al
later be declared unconstitutional, at the
few legislative defeats and it brought neg
by damaging the state's progressive reputa
hardline segregationists to incite constitu
the rhetoric on both sides intensified and
middle ground.
As the General Assembly compl
results, from Sanford's perspective, shoc
the South in the coming weeks regardi
“Bombingham” campaign, along with the
George Wallace's “speech at the schoolhou

90 Ibid, 306-307.
91 Ibid, 307.
92 Sen. Henson P. Barnes, Work in Progre

North Carolina General Assembly, 1993), 312.
93 William A. Link, “William Friday and t

Carolina Historical Review 72 (April 1995): 200-201.
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asDavis
a and
mediator
between local authoritie
Bottoms: Gardner-Webb Review, Volume 6, 2012
“executive influence” to pressure loca
on integration with assurances from
be limited or even ended. As a resul
percent of restaurants in Charlotte
Asheville made similar progress, an
discriminatory hiring practices.98 Th
on his campaign promise to avoid
racial violence that had existed in so
resistance” policies. Furthermore, Sa
along the path of political moderatio
simultaneously making progress towa
terms of racial equality.
As a major part of Terry Sa

gradualist on issues of race involved

94 Covington Jr. and Ellis, 313.
95 Terry Sanford, 1986. Interviewed
Interview C-0038, transcript, Southern Oral
Southern Oral History Program Collection,W
Chapel Hill.
96 Christensen, 193.
97 Covington Jr. and Ellis, 3 15.
98
Ibid, 318-319.
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the Ford
Foundation,
Gardner-Webb
Review, Vol. 6 [2017], Art. 1 at the time the
America, and their “Gray Areas” initiat
that Sanford contact Foundation Presi
officer Paul Ylvisaker about developi
Coincidentally, at the time, the Ford Fo
Areas” program into rural areas, espec
avoided such a risky investment prev
violence. However, this time, Ylvisaker
needed to establish such a program in
seven percent of the population lived
than $3,000.103
After numerous meetings betw
advisors, the governors office submitte
with the intention of empowering local

99 Terry Sanford,“Poverty’s Challeng
Problems.Wo\. 3 I, no. I (January 1966): 77-89.
100 Terry Sanford, ButWhatAboutThe
Publishers, 1966), 121-123.
101 Korstad and Leloudis, 59.
102 Change Comes Knocking:The Story
Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press
103 Korstad and Leloudis, 58.
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of the national War on Poverty tha
Davis
and Bottoms: Gardner-Webb
Review, Volume
6, 2012
under
President
Johnson’s
Great So
Fund’s incorporation, Sanford and t
Esser, an expert from the UNC Ins
program and in turn, Esser and the
headquarters in a unique location
center of the city’s black area.107 Fu
leadership established that the prog
strategy to combat poverty, with on
School Improvement Program, whi
Community Action Programs (CAP
local governments.108 The educatio
state’s improvements for education
specifically targeted increased fund
third grade, while also providing ad

104 Daniel J. Elazar, “In Memoriam
259-261.; Terry Sanford, But What About Th
1966) , 129.
105
106
107
108

Ibid, 128.
Mitchell, 601.
Korstad and Leloudis, 89.
Terry Sanford, Storm Over The

1967) , 174-175.
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living arrangements for the Volunteers, c
Gardner-Webb
Review, Vol. 6 [2017],
Art. 1
outrage that
would
eventually
lead to the
Sanfords open support for the North Ca
was a gamble that was not met with wid
believed it was a necessary part of the s
Although the success of the Fund in fig
set into motion initiatives that would be
on Poverty and contributed to the long-te
social conditions in rural and urban area
support of the Fund supported the perce
his support of economic development and
George Esser, it was apparent that “the F
Fund to support the rights of black North
Sanford’s creation of the Good Neighbor C
token integration, and his support of the N

109 Covington Jr. and Ellis, 332.
110 Korstad and Leloudis, 97-103.
111 Sanford, Storm Over The States, 175.
112 Korstad and Leloudis, 103-104
113 Oral History Interview with George
L-0035. Southern Oral History Program Collectio
Program Collection, Southern Historical Collectio
Carolina at Chapel Hill.
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“Solid South” and one-party domin
Davis
and Bottoms: gained
Gardner-Webb Review,
Volume 6, 2012
Party
members
who had s
leaders such as Helms and I. Beverl
strategy, political ideology, and pol
serve as a moderate, Democratic go
a new generation of moderate, sout
William Winter, Jimmy Carter, and
major educational improvement
during their terms as governor and
the Civil Rights era, Sanford’s camp
emulated and contributed to their
most positive and direct results of
been evident in the modern devel
although Luther Hodges had first

was Sanford’s emphasis on investin
system and his adept handling
effectively negated the possibility o
these these decisions coupled with
administration, Sanford, like his
the industrial and research investm
sectors, that contributed to North
leader in areas such as medical re
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Islamist attempt “to create a new societ
Gardner-Webb
Review, Vol. 6 [2017],
Art. 1
of political
power
(Algeria
51). Althou
resolved, the attempted revolution wou
This study seeks to more clearly determ
was and how such components have pe
Assia Djebar. It suggests that religiou
plus frustration with the Westernized g
to the attempted Islamic revolution, an
identity is highly visible in Assia Djeba
Dry.
The modern country of Algeria
four-fifths of which is desert (Metz x
Algiers, Oran, Constantine, and Anna
near the coastline (“About Algeria”). A
35,406,303 (“Algeria”), an increase from
(Metz xviii). The area that is now Algeri
the Byzantines to the original Islamic-A
Islam really took hold under the Berbe
19); during that time, Arabs tended to
original Berbers tended to congregate
Ottoman rule established in 1689 est
entity” (Evans 24). Later Islamists in th
back to the Ottomans as an ideal, “relig
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complicated as the Algerian elites
Davis
and Bottoms: Gardner-Webb
Review, Volume 6, in
2012 general unde
Western
influence
and Houari Boumediene (1965-78
to establish state control of religio
attempted “to Arabize and de-Fre
teachers from other Arabized natio
growing Arabized and Islamicized
against the continued Western influ
who would become the basis for th
conflict appear to have already ex
partially fueled the revolution aga
in the succeeding decades. Alread
(Values), founded in 1963, had int
into the Islamist movement (Evan
and Islamization, high-paying job
(Francophone), a source of frus
(Arabophone) population (Evan
remained stable until his death (E
failed (Evans 90-91). Meanwhile, A
imbalance, with 48% of the popula
Boumedienes successor,
reforms prior to 1985, but the eco
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French-speakers (158). Davis’s model of
Gardner-Webb
Review, Vol. 6 [2017],
1
achievement
leading
toArt.frustration
and ag
youth well (Mason 33). As the youth join
on women who behaved in a Western man
In 1989, Chadli attempted further
of expression, association and meeting...
and state and recognized the rights of Alg
organizations” (Evans 144). As the FIS grew
religious fervour” (Evans 150). Fuller sugg
of traditional Sharia law and justice takes
and inspiriting to stagnant and troubled
Future of Political Islam 162). The jihadi
the establishment of a-Qiyam added to t
making their fight against the establishme
of God” as the FIS emphasized the mora
151). Ray Takeyh and Nikolas K. Gvosd
the failure of “the imported Western m
and the middle class turning towards the
suggests that for many Algerians, “the F
pure FLN vision” with the addition of mo
36). According to Omar Carlier in “De l’i
politicoreligieuse du FIS,” interpreting the
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March,
and
theReview,
army
arrested FIS le
Davis and Bottoms:
Gardner-Webb
Volume 6, 2012
government started the fight, fitting
of the state as a stakesholder (29). S
as “basic changes in social structure
together in a mutually reinforcing fa
to gain control of the state to enac
following the coup, their original, l
social revolution. The subsequent d
Some elements of Hannah Arendts
in the drive for revolution also appe
other Islamist groups then had to fig
The violence, already existen
the cities of the Groupe Islamique Ar
earth policy” of violence against an
(Evans 186-187). The governments
in the violations of human rights
focused on the “francophone intell
especially “economically successful
an affirmation of the perpetrators m
society” (Evans 191-192). Le Sueur
the intellectuals to Khomeinis fatw
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“emphasized the political logic to their
Gardner-Webb
Vol. 6 [2017], Art. 1
senseless
nor Review,
uncontrolled,”
demonstrati
a danger to the moral and political leg
well (Evans 221). By this time, the regim
et de la Securite (DRS) may have infilt
complicating the chaos of violence (Evan
In November 1996, the governm
that banned religion- or ethnic-based pa
(Le Sueur xvii). GIA violence only esca
party, the Rassemblement National De
a National Assembly majority in the Ju
failed to gain the populations confidenc
with questions as to whether or not the
protect Algerians from the GIA (Evans

Tue a Bentalha? (Who Killed at Bental
Algerians that some massacres may act
“claiming” to be GIA (Evans 241). 19
from the European community to end th
(Evans 246). Until that time, outside nat
a permissive world context that allowed
of outside pressure. In September 1997,
government forces” (Le Sueur xvii), and
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general continued to deteriorate, wi
Davis
and Bottoms: Gardner-Webb
Volume 6, 2012
poverty
line Review,
(Evans
270-271), espec
floods, which resulted in part from
May 2003 earthquake in Bourmer
respond (Evans 273). Even so, in t
had about 46% turnout, the FLN ga
over several other parties (Evans 27
In 2003, General Larmi dec
283-284). 2003 also saw confirmati
the Algerian government with som
government continued to pressure
286-287) and censorship actually gr
in the April 2004 elections (Evan
provided further amnesty for both
(Evans 290). Relations with France
continued within the regime (Ev
violence continued with the May 20
general frustration and discontent
former GSPC, an Islamist group or
GIA (Evans 259-260) linked itself
a name change to Al Qaeda au M
Sueur xix-xx). The AQMI continue
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and even Berber elites became particula
Gardner-Webb Review, Vol. 6 [2017],
Art. 1 the Kabyle writ
Killing intellectuals
like
negative national and international attenti
one of many to receive death threats (Eva
GIA campaign against intellectuals receiv
lack of enthusiasm for them. FIS reaction
suggest that negative perceptions of the
FIS, further damaging the Islamist cause.
Assia Djebar epitomizes the sor
writing novels, poetry, plays, and short
(Liukkonen). Ironically, though Djebar
in the revolution against the French, Dje
in France and writing in French. Though
North America, Djebar’s major works “ha
in her native Algeria” (Liukkonen). She
position of women in Algeria and on con
The Tongues Blood Does Not Run Dry (20
langue morte (1997), is a collection of sev
langue morte “the book [she is] most perso
of its novellas are documentary,” each hav
in Paris (Quoted in “A Brief Conversation
violence of the 1990s (“A Brief Conversa
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she describes her bodys arousal as s
hovering above [their] two bodies”
grandmothers death (Djebar, “Burn
she has shifted from the dutiful w
when she says, not “Ali” but “Oma
From then on, Isma moves farther a
and closer to that of Omar's love
husband and following Omar tempo
The narrator shifts partway
and letter within the framework of
Isma's eyes, at least, Ali’s attachme
following his parents’ death, damage
in the position “of a friend, a sister,
63). When Ali finds the notebook,
as if he had not truly known her b
Djebar concludes with Ali's though
unspoiled beauty... I will look after
of himself as her protector (Djebar,
Isma, one which focuses on her bea
seems fluid.
The structure of the story
entangles the past with the present.

Davis and Bottoms: Gardner-Webb Review, Volume 6, 2012
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her Westernization.
She is also a woma
Gardner-Webb Review, Vol. 6 [2017], Art. 1
husband (Djebar, “Burning” 80), and s
relationship with Omar is not exactly di
late 1993 or early 1994, would correspo
of which targeted Westernized women,
one of the Islamist groups.
“The Woman in Pieces” is al
four stories, only one of them complete
completed story is the story of Atyka, a
Scheherazade's tales. Djebar cuts back a
her students and the particular story she
story, the Abbasid caliph and his vizier
in which a jealous husband murders his
bestowed her favors on another man. Be
“other man” dies, Djaffar begins the story
hands of “gendarmes” and a hunchback
Atyka is a Westernized intelle
who spoke Arabic and French, who now
in Arabic... in Arabic linguistics, in Is
Muslim law” (Djebar, “The Woman” 9
killers “gendarmes,” implying a conne
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The unnamed wife's situation
Davis andher,
Bottoms: Gardner-Webb
Review,aVolume
6, 2012
loves
echoes
comparison
Djeb
Western views of women and “Mosl
from the traditional Muslem viewpoi
by protecting her and sheltering her
princessl-rather than exposing her, s
He does so because she is “his mos
(Djebar, Women of Islam 13). From
woman by exposing her publicly “
(Djebar, Women of Islam 13). Perhap
demonstrates that first sense, the “pr
and jealously protected, the one drivin
be the Westernized Moslem woman
herself as a “professor of French” (Dje
teaching French, she betrays her Alger

government did in the eyes of the Isla
The story “Felicie's Body” ta
two. Occurring in France as well
straightforward chronology and narr
Frenchwoman Felicie returning to
Algeria. When she finally dies, her ch
body-bury her in France or in Algeri
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her own name to naming her childre
Gardner-Webbshe
Review, Vol.
6 [2017], Art.
even while
lived
in1 Algeria, referri
multiple occasions. In one flashback
Algeria’s independence, a “little hoodl
a foreigner. A gift from her husband,
saves her, deterring her assailant from
won’t leave [Oran]! This is my home, he
light of Felicies sentiments, Karim/Arm
in Algeria seems right. One critic, Eile
burial in Algeria “offers cultural recon
Frenchwoman who loved Algeria and t
In Karim/Armand’s final narra
her body’s return to Algeria, Karim/Ar
the “little hoodlum” of 1962. This time,
as the knife descends to her throat, “W
Body” 204). The passage shifts Felicie fr
almost to Algeria, as Karim/Armand c
“Felicies Body” 204). The passage sugge
or the other, but rather both French and
question then becomes “Who will save
The last section of “Felicies
Felicie, describing her journey to the
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is far more complex. The murder a
Davis and Bottoms:
Gardner-Webb Review,
Volume 6, 2012
bears
a striking
resemblance
to West
vengeance. Ismas abandoned husba
lover, informing him of her death.
more than the stereotypes of a dom
Their stories become fluid, defying c
of the stories are even told by male
repeatedly with the women who fall
actually describes a woman whose h
denouncing an unnamed group for
be denouncing the Islamists; Djebar
afterword, Djebar calls them “stor[ie
of the “long night” gripping Algeria
refers to Djebars portrayals of Mus

from the lives of Arab women” (Djeb

truth, she does much more than that
Assia Djebar becomes a st
Her Algeria is not only a place of vio
outside world, perhaps she does so
more than simply another violent c
home. In “Burning,” Isma describes
not entirely separated from its “form
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(Rice 78). While Djebar may not “pass
Gardner-Webb Review, Vol. 6 [2017], Art. 1
either side
worked, she certainly seems
used to seek the ends. She hones in on t
on “ordinary” Algerian women, her “s

or under constant threats” (Djebar, Th
Phillips statement that “By 1996 [whe
Algeria had become a murky place wit
untruth... [where] the dirty war on ter
where defenseless civilians were massa
seem to promote either the religiousWesternized government; she laments t
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think of the Beat Generation and its i
Davis and Bottoms: Gardner-Webb Review, Volume 6, 2012
of Jack Kerouac, Allen Ginsberg, an
think of the Beat women writers as im

as adjuncts to men.
Women Beat writers such as J
Frazer, Diane DiPrima, Hettie Jones,
in consciousness and spiritual awake
perception for themselves and women
about living independently, voicing
sex, having abortions, and dealing w
The Beat Generation women1 were h
unabashedly wrote about their sexua
and is part of women's self-perceptio

women relentlessly explored its mean
These women collectively u
represent female liberation; before m
orgasm as a living symbol for libera
life symbol became both a sociopolit
1960s' second-wave feminism. In turn
some of these women to write mem

1 Specifically for this study, Helen W
Carolyn Cassady are examined.
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“No!”
Gardner-Webb Review, Vol. 6 [2017], Art. 1

The Beat Generation

Within this socio-cultural con
a cultural and literary movement. It c
age in the 1940s and 1950s in the Unite
such as the atomic bomb, suburban sp
materialism (Theado 17). They rejected
uniformity; they were hopeful that th
they searched for the spiritual qualities
searched for this end through unconve
and drugs, and having extramarital
criticism. It is through the spirit of s

women began to question their life's es
To be “beat" is to be at the
essence and examining the weariness t
“beat" is to be spiritual. In the introduc
Generation scholar Ann Charters exp
the term “beat" as used by his friend,
to something mysterious and sacred, n
out (xviii). In a defining and found
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Adam, Sheri Martinelli, ruth weiss,
Davis and Bottoms: Gardner-Webb
Review, Volume
2012
directly
affected
by 6,World
War II
Beat writers Kerouac, Ginsberg, and
traditional literary norms. There wa
first and second generations of Beat
includes Joanna McClure, Lenore
Hettie Jones, Joanne Kyger, Joyce Joh
Helen Weaver.2 Even though they w
works helped craft an atmosphere fo
Generation scholar Ronna Johnson w
are proto-feminist writers, artists w
clarify the luminal interval in the
second- wave womens movements.”
was contemporaneous with the eme
women were born during World Wa
of age in the 1960s. It most promin
Anne Waldman (Johnson, “Mapping
Delineating the differences
women writers helps scholars identi

2 Johnson does not include Weave
eration” was published in 2004 while Weave
Fifties was published in 2009.
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even today. During the days when wome
Gardner-Webb Review, Vol. 6 [2017], Art. 1
to be both
homemakers and self-sacrific
from their prescribed norm, these Beat
image. Their lifestyles included smokin
drinking alcohol, and having extramar
also endured abortions—before they we
care. Yet they also became mothers an
were educated; all had achieved some le
moved out of their parents' homes and
can be read in the texts of these women's
them, learned that perhaps there is mor
predicament that Betty Friedan spotligh
Women Beats' Agency

As part of Beat culture, these wo
act. Living in an open culture that defied
these women to also refuse their status q
women openly explored orgasm's poten
homes into their own apartments (wit
privacy constraints. It is in such examp
these women's lives became texts for othe
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These women experienced
Davis and Bottoms: Gardner-Webb
Review, Volume 6, 2012
manifested
in contemporary
notions
dealt with the anxiety of achieving
1976 sociological study The Hite
Sexuality, that nothing is wrong wit
an individual problem is neither un
are capable of orgasm, Hite claims, w
biological, components of sex desira
as a result of heterosexual vaginal
penis thrusting in the vagina” (229).
which enables the female orgasm.
orgasm is created by the penis thru
indirectly stimulating the clitoris to
to successfully happen, the sexual pa
orgasm works and how to make it

persons problem.
Hite explains that if a wom
intercourse but has been aroused,
Through Hites interviews with wo
mentioned crying after sex with no or
(203). Thus, the idea of “orgasm” t
include “emotional orgasm.” Hite e
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elses climax” that excluded her (for exa
6 [2017], Art.Beat
1
Weaver, Gardner-Webb
as wellReview,
asVol.other
women, ack
than simply a biological occurrence, the
women desired to achieve orgasm becaus
abilities to become agents of change aga
time. At any rate, Weaver was not able to a
it was not completely Weaver s fault she c
her partner s fault.
It is important for all genders to
Weavers experience with women as sexu
[her] any closer to solving the mystery
whereas many during her time called the
Weaver calls it a “mystery.” By using this
the orgasm, she implies its complexity a
Indeed, with each woman, orgasm and a
“The truth is that clitoral and labial anato
placement, texture, and other factors” (299
essentialize what a womans orgasm shou
their experiences achieving orgasm, it mu
to orgasm in many ways. With many life
that one cannot box up what it means t
dictated. Through their lives and texts,
easily be defined, just as their orgasms ca
https://digitalcommons.gardner-webb.edu/gwurev/vol6/iss1/1
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acknowledge that not all sexual e
Davis and Bottoms: Gardner-Webb
6, 2012
pleasurable.
In Review,
herVolume
memoir,
The Aw
Fifties, Helen Weaver provides a deta
the 1950s and her interactions with th
aspect of this memoir is her romant
focuses on her sexual identity. Weave
“I also remember lying in bed with m
nothing at all: staring at the ceiling an
Gradually I lost all desire for sex” (2
sex; however, she does not say that sh
issues. While the two concepts are o
different than merely the sexual act.
through an orgasmic release, wherea
pleasure her male partner. More impo
wrong” with her, which Hite explain
women.
Legal and Social Restrictions of

Joyce Johnson took charge o
location and frequency by moving int
not take charge of it concerning contr
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had not made its way onto the mark
Review,
Vol. 6 [2017],she
Art. 1 got an infectio
controlGardner-Webb
to the
point
in too long: “I was very bitter, and I ra
Catholic Church and the peddlers of c
doctors who guarantee they will” (139
Due to a lack of availability
an abortion and unabashedly writes a
become pregnant by a random man a
pull out his penis before ejaculating h
were responsible; however, she had to
illegal abortion. Following the abortion
the cement steps of his house with m
to have little effect on her. She goes o
that she continues on into her life illus

making capabilities. While the legal i
easily obtaining contraception and ma
agents of their own change. It was wit
experience that these women transf
personal autonomy, as they took matte
Prior to going to the clinic fo
when abortions were “unthinkable” B
were illegal at all stages of pregnancy.
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children. As Jones became a mother
Davis and Bottoms:
Gardner-Webbideal:
Review, Volume
2012
1950s
woman
a 6,woman
fulfills h
But, she was a white woman havin
states had laws regulating miscegen
the other women Beats discussed he
had a professional and personal life,
significant. As she births a little girl,
upbringing as a female would be d
because she didn’t resemble me that
female and how conscious in that lit
never told” (106). Jones acknowledge
society for future generations of wom
that women being aware of who the
orgasms) is essential for being consc
and others in her time were not expl

orgasm aids in female identity forma

Identity Formation through Org

Beat Generation scholar Am
writers furthered the Beat Generation
by promoting individual expressio
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at age thirty-four, in the middle of the si
Gardner-Webb
Review, Vol. 6Weaver
[2017], Art. 1
revolution”
(154).
was encourag
from several key people in her life. Her p
her that she was entitled to express hers
Isaac (who came after Kerouac), was pa
neighbor, Stefani, unknowingly encoura
Weaver describes overhearing and late
sexually orgasmic utterances. Weaver
conspired to help me break through seve
While an orgasm is a biologica
action. Weaver states she had to “break th
She did not have awakenings simply thro
awakening with experiencing orgasm an
choice of diction in the phrase “break th

is more than a physical obstacle—it is
their 2009 article entitled “Social Repres
Lavie-Ajayi and Helene Joffe study how w
concede that by having an orgasm, a wo
and liberation (101). They include a 19
showing the value of female orgasms beca
body, heart, soul and spirit” and are a “
orgasm, women celebrate their feminin
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and grasp at whatever I thought
Davis and Bottoms: Gardner-Webb Review, Volume 6, 2012

I could simply be still and let th

in my life, I felt magnetic. (155)

Weaver directly correlates her orgasm
of identity. She found her voice spi
physically after finding her voice sexu
insights that people reach through st
discovered through sexual expressio
sexual frustration came the release
the flood of orgasmic relief came th
response echoed her bodily experi
only by identity formation, but also
using metaphor, she relates this powe
pulling things towards her. Weaver i

her “for the first time” in her life (155

Beat Women Writing’s Significa

By primarily writing about th
are creating not only significant work
works. Ronna Johnson explains thes
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Jones takes as given an alienated experie
Gardner-Webb
Review,
Vol. 6 [2017], Art. 1
but as wife
and
lover—as
material for tr
Through becoming such agents and usi
and life symbol, these women create cha
Coming a Long Way

From their beginnings of liv
conformity dictated social norms and l
which was still, in many ways, patriarc
a long way. The women who wrote m
heyday (Jones, Johnson, Cassady, and W
themselves into history as they created
They are changing what Beat literature
inspired by second-wave feminism to
create the womens movement in the 196
Specifically, their lives were tex
symbolized the ideal of sexual expressio
this living symbol became a literary s
experiences in their memoirs. Becaus
society has come a long way from the c
womens orgasms is still making the eart
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to harangue England’s political leader
Gardner-Webb Review, Vol. 6 [2017], Art. 1
oppressing the poor and mistreating t
societal structure, it is unusual that a
a voice of judgment that hearkens b
According to the Georgia Harkness
Evangelical Theological Seminary, Ro
other female prophets do not make a sp
and prophesy. Rather, they declare th
persons.”2
The emphasis here for Cary a
time falls on the power of the Holy Sp
while at the same time highlighting the
transcend “all human offices or creden
class supreme confidence to speak out a
Annulments of social hierarchy thro
critique of the patriarchal marriage of
direct attack with a strong ring of ap
fervor seizing Cary and her contemp

1 Rosemary Radford Ruether, Wome
(Minneapolis: Augsburg Fortress Publishers, 19
2 Ibid.
3 Ibid.
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and yearns for the active redemp
Davis
and Bottoms: Gardner-Webb
Review, Volume 6, seed
2012
through
the shared
of God. It
full equality that this paper explores
Goal and Methodology

Already immersed in the hi
from, this paper seeks to examine
in the Society of Friends through t
and prominent early member, Marg
investigation, this paper will give
inspiration and the revelations tha
that is responsible for Quakerism’s
The Inner Light will be investiga
mysterious power and see how its
new religious movement. Once th
continued influence in Quaker d
Margaret Fell, often considered to
examined. In particular, Fell’s herm
separate women’s meetings will be e
these two key figures, an evaluatio
supporting these claims will be com
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revelation in which “he saw that he had e
Gardner-Webb Review, Vol. 6 [2017], Art. 1
life.”8 Soon after, he left home in search
religious identity. He talked with many
answers. Finally, about three years after
revelations. In the first he realized that
not enough to make one a son of God
“being bred at Oxford or Cambridge wa
to be ministers of Christ.”10 It was in th

4 Michael Mullett, “George Fox and th
no. 5 (May 1991): 26-31. Academic Search Premier,
26.
5 Henry Van Etten, Men ofWisdom: Geo

Osborn (New York: HarperTorchbooks, 1959), 1
6 Ibid.
7 Fox was extremely concerned with l

his faith. Growing up in a strongly Puritan house
must have influenced this concern. The upsetting
have triggered an identity crisis. Because the min
not surprising that in the hope of“finding himsel

instead of occupation.
8 H. Larry Ingle, First Among Friends: Geo
(New York: Oxford University Press, 1994), 25.
9 Van Etten, 22.
10 Ibid.
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foundational ground of equality in
Davis andthis
Bottoms: Gardner-Webb
Review,
6, 2012
that
Society
ofVolume
Friends,
or Quake
habit of shaking while experiencing
mentioned millenarian prophecy of
This inherited radicalism u
disciplined familial community.”16
shaping community and personal i
between the Inner Lights non-disc
English social construct was particu
discerning spirituality operating outs
seem commonplace in todays socie

11 It is important to note that des
Fox’s revelation, scholarship indicates that h
language choice is unfortunate in conveying

of his historical period. In light of this conte

any other meanings given the reader’s post-

12 Ibid.
13 References made to the Inner
reason behind this is that for Quakers, the I
14 Rebecca Larson, Daughters of L
in the Colonies and Abroad I 700-1775 (Chape
1999), 20.
15 Ruether, 136
16 Ibid.
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seemed to rail against God in the eyes
Gardner-Webb Review, Vol. 6 [2017], Art. 1
the fall from grace experienced by Quak
the reinstatement of the monarchy in t
depart from the customs of the land h
necessarily meant political dissent a
understood as divinely ordered by God
was corrupt to Quakers, all forms of e
a similar manner to that of the early C
in his extensive text entitled The Seco
connection that “Both early Christian
world because their first allegiance was
the world did not know.”19

17 Bonnelyn Young Kunze,“Religious a

century England: the friendship of Margaret Fell,
History 57, no. 2 (June I, 1988): 170-186, ATLA Re
(accessed November 6, 201 l).This excerpt grou
connotes “total difference” with regard to men.
physical make up, the actualizing force of person
18 Susan Mosher Stuard,“Women’s W
for Change: Quaker Women over Three Centuries, e
Stuard (New Brunswick: Rutgers University Pre
19 William C. Braithwaite, The Second
University Press, 1955), 16.
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actions stemming from these beliefs,
Davis and Bottoms:
Gardner-Webb Review,
Volume 6, 2012
Michael
Mullets
article
in History To
eight times up to the 1670s and was
his imprisonments was two years and
oath of Supremacy and Allegiance.24
religious and political norms, Fox also
class differences. During his travels a
he encountered a group of people wh
more than a goose.”25 Braithwaite reco
ignorant speech and aptly reproved th
the opening words of the Magnificat
The soul is of key importance for F

20 As members of the Society of Fri
“friend.” This relational term emphasized the

work of the Spirit. It also testifies to their eff

classes and genders.
21 William Armstrong,“George Fox
Productions and Lightworks Producing Group

22 Ingle, 8.
23 Mullet, 26.
24 D. Elton Trueblood, The People Ca
Life and a Way of Thought (New York: Harper a
25 Braithewaite, 270.
26 Ibid.
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potential for receiving revelation from
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Following from this unifying
individual, Fox placed importance on
concerned with the treatment of slave
treatment for the slaves and emancipa
of service. He charged the slaveholders
Day of Judgment they would be held to
slaves.30 This charge was a sharp deviat
nature of non-Caucasian people. Germ
this deviation by writing, “until now
drawn from their faith in all mankind,
was born a soul with an eternal destin
concern with slavery and became pivota
Because Fox concentrates so mu

forms of structure, some scholars see
scholar Josiah Royce saw in Fox’s “com

27 Van Etten, 25.
28 Ibid.
29 Ibid., 23.
30 Auguste Jorns, The Quakers as Pione
Jr. (Montclair, NJ: Patterson Smith, 1969), 199.
31 Ibid.
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the
equality of women. These not
Davis and Bottoms: Gardner-Webb Review, Volume 6, 2012
the practical concern of early Qua
convert, Elizabeth Hooten, was a ver
and actively spoke in multiple settin
influential in encouraging women’s
Quaker history, Margaret Hope Ba
“In 1664, Fox attended a meeting
Independents, Baptists, and Anglica
and the priest replied that he did not
Fox responded, arguing that, “a chur
in the true church, of which Christ
and speak.”37 Fox’s response to the
the spiritual headship of the churc
used to silence women, Fox’s intent

32 Josiah Royce, “George Fox as a
(January 1, 191 3): 3 I -59. ATLA Religion Datab

November 7, 201 I), 58.
33 Ibid., 57-59.
34 Margaret Hope Bacon, Alot/iers

America (San Fransisco, Harper and Row, 19
35 Ibid.
36 Ibid., I I.
37 Ibid.
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were influential
in6 [2017],
Jesus'
Gardner-Webb Review, Vol.
Art. 1 ministry.41
While all of this seems to indica
subtle undertone of reliance on the wor
factor remains. Once when Puritans
against women speaking in church, F
forbid God to speak through a woman.”4
the equality of women, one wonders if
notions of womens functional inequalit
a strong case for women in the Spirit, bu
Spirit, they are different from men in te
Margaret Fell

Margaret Fell, who came from a p
her conversion, later became a powerfu
and women. At the time of her convers

38 This is consistent with Fox’s distast

“steeplehouses” that he saw as centers of hypo
39 Larson, 21.
40 Bacon, I I.
41 Ibid., 11-12.
42 Hugh Barbour and J.William Frost,
1988), 43.
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letters, petitioned kings, organized th
Bottoms: Gardner-Webb Review, Volume
6, 2012Quaker corre
asDavisa andclearing-house
for

idle, weak, submissive woman.
After her husband Judge Fel
Quaker cause by marrying George
created an environment perfect for r
who was almost always around or w
this influence came in justifying her

43 Trueblood, 23.
44 Ibid.
45 Margaret Olofson Thickstun,“W
Critique of Pauline Theology,” Journal of the A
1995): 269-279, ATLA Religion Database with A
2011), 269. For the sake of clarity, Margaret
Quaker development, will be referred to as

to as “Judge Fell.”
46 Susan M.Young,“A tale of three
and Margaret Fell Fox.” Religious Studies And
Religion Database with ATLASerials, EBSCOhos
47 Because more traditional lines
subservient action in marriage are directed
appropriate here to note the unconventiona
and Fox in their marriage. It goes along wel
exercised by some members of Quakerism
in the faith.
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“To support her claims Fell develops a
Christian
discipleship
and
religious auth
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Review, Vol. 6 [2017], Art.
1

Following is an excerpt from Fells writin

Thus much may prove, that the C
as a Woman; and those that speak

speak against the Church of Chris
which Seed is Christ; that is to

the Power of the Lord, and the Sp

Woman, simply by reason of her S

not regarding the Seed, and Spirit,
such speak against Christ and his

the Serpent, wherein lodgeth Enmit

no such difference in the first Creat
Male and the Female, but always

kindness, had regard unto the Wea

48 Helen Plant, ‘“Subjective Testimon
Authority in England: 1750-1825,” Gender & His
Academic Search Premier, EBSCO/iost (accessed O
49 Thickstun, 269.
50 Ibid.
51 Margaret Fell, Women's Speaking. E
Web. Accessed November 6, 201 I.
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and insists that this is a non-prescrip
Davis andare
Bottoms:ministering,
Gardner-Webb Review, Volume 6,speaking
2012
who
in the
descriptive, historically rooted text. I
Jesus that appeared in women and th
and in early Christianity. Similar to an
Fell recognizes that womens power
created order. This dual location of p
power, not simply its conduit.5558

Establishment of Separate Wome

In addition to her extensive
formation of separate womens mee
meetings for business at each level, a
“was an unprecedented inclusion
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59

Thickstun, 275.
Young, 50.
Thickstun, 269.
Ibid., 270.
Ibid., 272.
Ibid.
Ibid., 276.
Larsen, 31.
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that was even legally denied to them.
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“Women’s subjugation to their husband
Law.”62 Religious authority and legal
Concepts of women’s subjugation to m
through involvement in the formatio
helped reshape the fabric of society by
and legal realm.
Conclusion

Although coming from a tum
to develop with relative unity that kept
of Inner Light. Rather than dying o
movements of the time, Quakerism gre
sides, but through persecution, memb
the qualities of their faith. Moved by a
of God in each individual, Quakerism
that is foundational for human rights.
Yet, despite Quakerism’s fo
remains: Did George Fox believe in w
60 Ibid.
61 Larsen, 32.
62 Ibid., 33.
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through her involvement with establi
Davis and Bottoms:
Review, Volume
6, 2012
ability
to Gardner-Webb
act with
authority
apart fro
Inner Light enabled women to posse
This ontological equality guarantees
men both in the spiritual and secul
off their femininity and speak as con

themselves were the basis for authorit
A more general evaluation
indicates that they primarily agree
This is unsurprising given that thei
tremendous influence on the formatio
They affirm in unison that the “see
establishes intrinsic worth secured thr
that cannot by squelched by the pow

in itself is revolutionary for its time
to which they each develop this equa
There is absolute equality in the spiri
physical realm. Fell upholds ontologi
women are empowered through thei
the additional power offered by the d
on the spiritual dimension is not qui
the Inner Light as the key validating
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This essay explores the Ang
literary work of Jose Luandino Vie
a writer and activist. Known as a
Africa, Luandino's impact on Angol
exploration of Portuguese rule, the
and the liberation movement, one ca
language that developed out of this
from other colonial powers and left di
development of its territories. Throug
followed similar and different patter
both within Africa and around the wo
first world (Portugal, United States) an
and national implications lasted long
Revolution has many de
misunderstood. It can be simply des
existing conditions.''1 Hannah Arendt
concept of revolution, inextricably bo
of history suddenly begins anew, tha
known or told before, is about to unfol
Davis and Bottoms: Gardner-Webb Review, Volume 6, 2012

1 James DeFronzo, Revolutions and R
Westview, 2007), 13.
2 Ibid., 28.
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where intellectuals of the society turn a
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the regime
tries to implement reform
order, but ultimately fails. The third d
group(s) which takes over, begin to e
revolutionary movement that takes o
revolutionary groups are unable to fulf
more radical groups take over. Once th
expectations for revolution, there is a re
leadership.3
Marxist theories for understa
part of understanding these movemen
case of Angola. Many theories have de
including the World Systems Theory.
occurs at the point in time when “exist
leadership interfere with economic d
theory, four precursor stages lead t
socialism, communism. Because capita
arises between the working and rulin
situation when he states, “[w]hen th
class attempts to maintain its grip on
3 DeFronzo, 19.
4 Ibid., 27.
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Angolas
history,
its current
Davis and Bottoms: Gardner-Webb
Review,but
Volume 6,also
2012
Wallersteins theory revised
fundamental concepts of social co
and the importance and centrality o
other things.10 Wallerstein defines th
territorial division of labor in which
goods and raw materials is necessary
This division of labor leads to defi
first is the core, which are economic
of influence over non-core states an
central governments. In this case Por

5 Ibid., 26.
6 Robert Drislan and Gary Parkin

Online Dictionary of the Social Sciences. Athaba

2012).

7 Kevin Ellsworth, Racial and Ethnic
Comparative Analysis of Portuguese Influence In

1999. PDF. II.
8 Immanuel Wallerstein,“The Con

Ethnicity.” Sociological Forum 2.2 (1987): 3739 Carlos A. Martinez-Vela, “World
10 Ibid., 3.
11 Wallerstein, 387.
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Angolan revolutionary groups unable t
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colonialism and anti-imperialism was
identity even though the idea of a tran
present.
The Angolan Independence Movement

Portuguese settlement of Afri
first landed in southern Congo. The se
would become known as Angola, proce
the coastal regions.16 The city of Luand
founded in 1575 but wasn’t granted st
crown declared its recognition in 1605. A
and settlement became appealing. The

was the slave industry. Starting in the 1
supplier of slaves to North America an

12 Ibid., 4.
13 Ellsworth, I.
14 Hearn, 16.
15 Ibid., 17.
16 “Angola,” Background Notes on Count
Business Source Complete. Web. I Apr. 2012.
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was
the Governor General of Angola
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for putting into place the admini
legalized in 1914 and would last u
forms were meant to grant autonom
to the colony, but there was little evid
The ethnic diversity of Ang
tensions that arose between different
in the years following. Less than 1%
Umbundu makes up 37%, Kimbund
that are focused on overthrowing
known as National Liberation Mov
develop a nationalist consciousness b
the case of Angola there was a unity
organization fluidity during the lib
eventually led to internal civil war.

17 Ibid.
18 “Angola,” Background Notes on C

Business Source Complete.Web. I Apr. 2012.
19 “Angola: Administration and D
Library of Congress, Feb. 1989.
20 “Angola.”
21 DeFronzo, 19.
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analysis shows how deeply entrenched it
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The importance of language w
forgotten. The Portuguese language was
used Portuguese in his work. In a sense
making the language his own by intermi
with the local languages. What is most in
of African story telling and folk tales as
language with the African style, Luandin
just alteration of culture and society - it
ideas and perspectives. Russell G. H
Brazilian and Lusophone African Lit
describes the use of language in “Lusoph
and Literature in Portuguese-Writing Af

As members of the intellectual elit

the exploitation of the masses of t

discovering that their own comm

principal measure of their relativ

22 Library of Congress.
23 Russel G. Hamilton,“Lusophone Lite
Matters of Languages and Letters.” Callalo 14.2 (1
24 Ibid., 324.
25 Ellsworth, 24.
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road network by 500 percen

of domestic air routes, provid
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producers, and abolished com

reestablish confidence among A

been subject to reprisals by whi

campaign under which it resett

compounds and provided them
some educational facilities.27

This movement to implement policies
and was completely ineffective in re
colony.
The Rise of the Liberation Movement

Three liberation movements s
of the Portuguese government. The f

26 Russel G. Hamilton,“Lusophone

in Portuguese-Writing Africa.” Callalo 14.2 (1
27 Stephen Henighan,‘‘The Cuban
Revolutionary Culture in Angola, Mozambiqu
Studies (Routledge) 7.3 (2009): 233-248. Acad
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The importance of nationalism
both during a revolution and after, is i
the tasks of the elite. The fact that leade
used Portuguese was often criticized bu
identity, which could cut across ethni
ideological ties often win out over na
the liberation groups were divided e
economically was most likely too muc
there was such a break down.
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Violent Conflict and International Invol

The initial uprisings began in
began by attacking police officers and ra
law enforcement offers reacted with vio
by the Library of Congress described
pervaded the country, driving an eve

28 Thomas Collelo,“Angola, a Countr
of Congress.” Millennium Web Catalog, EBSCOho
29 Colello, 31.
30 Henighan, 235.
31 “Angola.”
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Angola
both
during
Davis and Bottoms:
Gardner-Webb
Review, Volumethe
6, 2012 revolution a
fought alongside Angolans within th
were clear that their revolutionary
tribalist nor regionalist.”34 From 196
served in Angola.35 It wasn't until
Marxist ideology and broke ties with
generation of elites educated by Port
by the Cubans, but with far less influ
Independence

In 1974, there was a coup
overthrew the Salazar regime. From
independence along with other Portu
against the Portuguese government,
question of whether this was a succes
Does this delegitimize the revolution

32 Lawerence Henderson,“Angola

Catalog, EBSCOhost (accessed May 17, 2012
33 Henighan, 235.
34 Ibid., 236.
35 Ibid., 244.
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movement.
There is a relationship bet
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gives voice to oppression and creates
ideology, but there are many underlying
revolutionary theory we see how the cas
similar models and patterns that have be
Frantz Fanon was a Martinique
used his own training and understandin
the role of the native intellectual and the
describes the role of the native intellectu
in three parts; “First the elites assimilat
decides to remember what he is.”37The
phases and it is the phase in which t
This outline can be used to understand
personal struggle that he must have gon
have had on his work. One critique tha
about Luandino is the focus that he had i
situation. Fanon writes, “The artist who
nation turns paradoxically towards the
Luandino focuses more on current situ

36 Encyclopedia Britannica.
37 Frantz Fanon, The Wretched of the E
38
Ibid., 42.
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ItDavis
can
be Gardner-Webb
givenReview,
or Volume
used
and Bottoms:
6, 2012as a tool of op
There is a strong relationsh
Hearn describes the role of langu
four parts; (1) functional commu
of community, (3) status making,
functional communication it is ea
liberation movement, but in order
printing literature in the vernacular
Without the combination of these
occurs. For Angola the fact that duri
any Portuguese might be part of the
unable to unite. In terms of language
great difficulty for Angola because th
individual language identities and t
nationalism, but more agreeing to c
social status. For the Angolans durin
and read Portuguese you were a m
class. The way that an individual sp

39 Henighan, 239.
40 Jonathan Hearn, Rethinking Nati
land: Palgrave Macmillan, 2006. Print. 35.
41 Ibid., 214
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genreReview,
and
work,
life and influ
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1
be explored further on. From these two
the fates of these two men—one a politi
causes one to examine their motivations
different revolutionaries arises, but which
European-Angolan who tried to speak
and who was jailed for twelve years or th
a movement?
Jose Luandino Vieira is recogn
revolutionary writers in Angolas Li
advancement of Angolan and Lusop
Luandinos impact in this area, one m
life. Luandino was born in Portugal in
immigrated to Angola in 1938. They live
Luandino attended local schools. The lif
Luandino was raised made him both aw
Angolan people and led to him being in
With a country whose European populat
that one of the most significant writers is
Luandino was the dominant w
though he has drifted off into relative obs
42 “Angola.”
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revolutionary and a revolutionary wri
Davis and Bottoms: Gardner-Webb
Review,
Volume 6, 2012
a revolution,
but
who
challenge the v
He challenges this role and in many w
an African or Angolan revolutionary
almost comes after independence wi
Union. In many ways Luandino seems
than a revolutionary writer. Luandin
It seems odd that after fighting and
many years that he would return to t
to determine if Luandino ever really
Angolan National identity. No matter
foreigner and an outsider? Maybe the

still the product of a foreign oppresso
In terms of political influen
revolutionary group, the MPLA, whic
party backed by Cuba and the USS
dominance after the revolution. While
of the revolution due to his incarce
ideology. His work Luuanda was writ
after he was released. For the most par
43 Henighan, par. 2.
44 Mertin Litag, par. 2.
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among the varying levels.”47 The tensio
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in the tension
between language and us
Luuanda is a set of three short s
(slum) of Sambizanga, Luanda. These
affecting the daily lives of Angolans u
hunger, racism and the general injus
circumstances are in each of these sto
circumstances of the time must have be
“Grandma Xixi and Her Gran
and is about a village elder who pred
this story is the elder womans grandso
story progresses we see how he strugg
poverty and focuses on his issues with
of masking occurring as Santos tries to
white man to assimilate, but no matter
his skin will not allow him to fully assim

The second story is “The Tale
opens with a group of men meeting
Garrido, Dosreis who is a thief, and an

45 Encyclopedia Britannica.
46 Hamilton,“Lusophone Literature i
Portuguese-Writing Africa,” 320.
47 Ibid.
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liberty, intermixing words and phras
Davis and Bottoms: Gardner-Webb Review, Volume 6, 2012
vernacular. The idea of ownership w
something that the liberation movem
Portuguese rule the government did
in education or increasing literacy.
Luandino expressing that the best thi

the language.50
Statistical studies executed i
the rural population was fully fluent
When nationalist liberation moveme
one of the largest platforms by whi
to the ethnic diversity of the countr
used against the colonial power and
The fact that Luandino and others
of war indicates how the elites were
and is essential, but like many Afric
difficult without a shared language an
oppression has been enough for som
for Angola and even more broadly A
48 Encyclopedia Britannica, par. I.
49 Hamilton,“Lusophonia...” 329.
50
Hamilton,“Lusophonia...” 325.
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of events that led to the downfall of wh
Gardner-Webb
Review, Vol. 6 [2017],
Art. 1 elements of nat
colonialism
Angola
lost
on a global stage. Western World associ
we have seen through Angola it is innova
an impact.

The Angolan National Liberat
of political revolution and Cultural Re
something new. Returning to Arendts
of revolution,” there is an expectation t
history of society and culture will som
Fanon emphasis is placed on looking t
create a new cultural narrative, but for
histories of peoples and cultures are so
often placed on a secondary scale in o

What a revolutionary like Luandino re
writing is that these multiple identities c
of the ethnic society, but without secedin
will remain in the periphery both cultura
other authors who chose to write in Po
the language would give Angola a greate

51 Fitz Earl,“lnternationalizingThe Lite
World.” Hispania 85.3 (n.d.):JSTOR SRU Gateway.
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